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LARGE FINITE ARRAY ANALYSIS 
AJ. Roscoe and R.A. Permu 
GEC-Marmni Research. UK 
V = a + b  
= a(l+r) f o r n i d a t e d e l m t  
= a(l +Taaive) for an infmite m y  of elements 
The derivation of the s i t e  a m y  coupling impedanccl U U followa: 
Conaider a l inur  a m y  of element spacing d. a c u n e d  to an angle 0 f r an  
-sight 
INTRODUCTION 
The predidon of edge element behaviour is a m m o n  pmblem during 
the design of large a m y  antennas. The perfmance of the centre 
elements can be appmximated by an *mite array model, but the edge 
element pattema and naive reflection coefficients cannot. The full 
element by element analysis of a large f d e  array is either lengthy or 
impossible duc IO the computer power required. 
A study has ~ n t l y  been cam4 out to develop and test methods of 
fully predicting large m y  perfmance using infmite array data. The 
methods devised are preaentcd below, together with comparisons of 
predi~edfurtearrayperfamanceandmeasunddsrafrom a 163 element 
waveguide 16 array. 
INFINITE TO FINITE ARRAY ROUTES 
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the explored routes from infmite to 
fmite a m y  dam. There are several different opions that can be taken. 
The first choiceis whether IO start with the infur tearray active impedance 
orpattem data. 
Warklng from the Infinite Array Pattern 
If working fran the pattern data, a mncation of the element excitations 
on the aperture plane is used (see Figure 3). 
The infinite a m y  immersed element pattem is divided by the isolated 
element pptcm and multiplied by the finite array *'array factor". A back 
transform to the aperture then reveals the element excitations which are 
m a t e d  to the rize of Le f d e  amy.  Transforming again produces 
the ffite m y  huygens ~ u r c e  pattern. Multiplying by the isolated 
element pattem f m d y  reveals the f i t e  array bepm pattem. 
Arbimry a m y  shapea d illumination tapers EM be handled, so long 
as the elements lie at muhiples of the infinite a m y  spacing. Shorted 
elements are modelled by fixing their excitations to zero. in the same 
waythatexcitatima outside theboundary ofthefmitearray are truncated. 
7his route is a v a y  qui& and simple way to get a good approximation 
of pattems pmduced by namal  fdled array geometries. 
Working from the Infinite Array Active Impedance 
These routes are more rigourous than working from the pattem as they 
operateviatheactual arraycouplings. Itsharldbenotedthattheinfmite 
array active impedancedata used must be refemd to the plane just behind 
the radiating aperture. This is especially relevant in cases with stepped 
waveguide or dielectric loaded waveguide to ensure that the vdtage on 
the end of the guide. 
where k = !sine a 
N = Y elements in a m y  
m = element to examine 
F a  a infmite array we can write 
since the coupling will be a function of the relative element positions 
d Y .  
where k = N 
For an infinite array we wuld examine any element amce all are the 
same, so we choose m=O 
We now s e t t  = 1. which implies sampling ZAcl($) Over the interval 
1 
N *z = -FFr(Z,,,) 
The extension to a planar array is uivial. and the pmcedum for deriving 
the coupling admiuances and S-parameters are very similar (see Figure 
4). 
Constant Coupling Assumptions 
When using the routes from infmite array impdance data. the element 
to element couplings must be assumed to m a i n  cons~nt in m e  form. 
Consider two elements at fixed d i s m a  (dx, dy) apart. The coupling 
between these elements is assumed to remain c c m s ~ n t  whether thue 
elements are immersed in the centre of a large array or on the edge of a 
large array, or indeed are the only two elements present within a g m d  
plane. 
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You can choose whuhcr the S parameters. the impedance parameters or 
the ad" putmeters are krgl constant in this way. 
Choming the wrmg parameters to hold constant makes liule differmce 
in practice for normal a m y  geometries, (for example a full rectangular 
or drcul.r amy)  but makes more d i f f e m  if the fmite array is sparse 
ie hu clement p i t i a u  or whole rows within the a m y  shotted. 
Figure 5 shows the flow diagram for predicting fIte a m y  performance 
frmnthe ad"ap.RRcters. ThediagramsfortheZ and S-parameter 
m e s  look very similar. 
The constant S Parameter "lysis is unlikely to be physically correct. 
but executes quickly ud is very good approximation. It is interesting 
tondeth.tthisMinfactthe suneass~~onasirm.dcinthe"constant 
excitation" muhod (see above), which uses the S m i t e  a m y  patem. 
The an st an^ Z or Y parameter approaches are physically more amrate. 
Fawaveguidetypc~urcstheanstant rdmimaparameter"lysis 
is v a y  acamte. F a  a dipole type a m y  the constant impedance 
parmeter "lysis w d d  bc ~ o n e ~ .  These mum require an iterative 
o r m h  uansfnmuion fmm theZ orY parmetera todeduce the revme 
waves in the elements. This makes these methods slightly slower than 
the m s u n t  S-parameter approach. 
Single Mode Coupling Assumption 
Another impolwlt assumption ma& by these infiite to finite array 
routes is thal any cross-polar coupling is negligible, and that coupling to 
higher order modes is small. Note that a dual polarised array can he 
d y s e d  using these techniques if the xandy  polarisations are 
ansidered se.parately. and coupling between x and y polarisations is 
small. 
ISOLATED ELEMENT PATTERN 
Thir M the patem of ory element immersed in an infiite ground plane. 
F a a n  open-ended waveguide a good approximation is: 
Eplpnr, 
A Fourier uansform of a rectangular pulse. 
ll&!s 
A Fourier transform of a half-sine pulse times cos (e) 
e.g. for an element of dimensions a, %with the E field in the I direction 
= sinecos+ 
v = sinesin+ 
Nwthat thecos (0) intheH plane arises because the waveguide aperture 
behaves like a magnetic dipole. 
WAVEGUIDE 16TEST ARRAY 
A waveguide 16 test a m y  was designed and built to validate the results 
predicted by the software (see Figure 1). 
A useful feature of the test array is that we can shcm out the even 
numbered lows very easily with conductive tape to produce a widely 
apaccd rectangular h i s  anay. 
INFINlTE ARRAY DATA 
The infinite array patem and active unpedance were calculated and 
sampled for the triangular basis test array dimensions and spacing at 
8.70 GHz overthe periodic rectangle. Figure 6 shows the infinite array 
immcned element patem. The mesh plot covers the whole periodic 
rectangle. We can see that because the elements are closely spaced (< t) 
in the y direction. red space lies well within & < V < 2. The element 
spacing is almost exactly equal to 3 in the x d i d o n  hence repl space 
almost exactly maps onto & < U < &. 
The infmite a m y  pattern and active impedance wen  also calculated for 
the rectangular baais test a m y  dimensions and springs with the even 
rows s h m d  at 8.70 GHz. Figure 7 shows the patem for h i s  amy. 
Because the element spacings are effectively douhle in bah directions 
canpared with the triangular baais amy. only a small put of repl space 
a w n  within the periodic rectangle. The patems have a pronounced 
null at b r i g h t  beuuse the element spacing in the x d i d o n  is h o s t  
exactly a full wavelength. 
PREDICTED VERSUS MEASURED DATA 
Immersed element pattems of the test a m y  were measured in the 
SphericalNearFieldTest Facility atthe GEC-MarconiResearch &we, 
UK. A small rumplc of the results is presented here along with the 
prrdicted immersed clement pattcms via the admituna parameter 
approach. ~eS-parameterordirectpattemtopattem windowing mutes 
produce very similar results). 
Figures 8 and 9 show comparisons of predicted and measured E and H 
plane cuts for an edge element of the triangular basis array. The pattem 
peak is hothpredicted and measured tobeina direction pointingoutwards 
from the array cent= Differences are &served in the E plane past 7W 
because the test a m y  is n u  immersed in an infmite g m n d  plane and 
diffraction becomes significant. 
Figures IO and 11 show similar cuts for a comer element of the 
rectangular basis amy.  Again there is good agreement between 
prediction and measurement. puticularly with respect to the blindness 
effect near b s i g h r  
CONCLUSION 
The routes presented here from infinite to finite a m y  data produce good 
resulu. The direct fourier windowing technique from infIte to f i i t e  
array pattems is quickest and will produce reasonable resuh for any 
type of array element. The more rigourous methods that deduce the 
actual array couplings produce more amrate results for simple single 
mode element types. Information such as individual element active 
reflection coefficients for arbitrary scan angles is easy to deduce which 
is very useful in array design. Extracting more information from the 
infinite array software will enable more canplex elements such as 
dielectric loaded waveguides to be examined. 
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Figure I ,  Waveguide 16 test a m y  genmetry 
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Figure 2. Mite to f ~ t e  array routes 
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Figure 4. Derivation of the infinite array S .  Z and Y parameters 
Figure 6. Triangular basis infinite array immersed element pamm 
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Rgure3. Direct pattern windowing technique (constant excitation appmach) 
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Figure 5. Finile array analysis using the ahi tunce  parameter appmaoh 
Figure 7. Rectangular basis infinite array immersed element pattern 
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Figure 8. Triangular basis amy. Edge element H plane cuts 
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Figure 9. Triangular basis amy. Edge element E plane cuts 
3 
10. Ruungular basis amy. Coma element H plane cuts Figure 1 1 .  Rectangular basis array. Comer element E plane cuts 
Solid line =Predicted 
Short dashes =Measured 
Long dashes = Jnfmite array 
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